I t -1 (n :Z -1 j/2 ) + I _,.$+,, (1) if n + k is odd.
He ccrnjectured in 1[4] thai ii' the further condition A, U A,# S is added. then /5 fc n -1.k). We now prove Thewem 3.1. IfAl,. . . . A, clre subsets ofs suck that f A, f-~ A, i 2 k and '4, U A, # S for each pair i. j. the&n, in the abow notrrtion.
'Fake ?.i to be the collection of sets .A I,. . . , A, and all their supersets, and Y' to he the c0Uection of sets .41,. . . , ,4, anrJ alI their subsets. Then by Kleitman's lemma. 
)
The difference between these two expressions is
We note that if k = 1 this difference is zero, so that we retrieve Theorem 1.2.
Divisors of a number
We now extend Kleitman's lemma to the divisors of a noasrluarefree number. 
where r(nt ) denotes the number elf divisors of m.
Proof. WL use induction on n = c:, , a,. If n = 1 or 2 the result is trivial, so we proceed to the induction step. Writing p = p and (Y, = s, we have m = m'p = m"p' where (m ", p ) = I. We partition % and Y as follows: Using the induction hypothesis for divisors of m', we have ;9r, 17 qj 17jm') s ! %p 1 * 1 q3 1.
( 2) hrrher.
let +3Vg, 2'; denote the sets of divisors of m" obtained by dividing each member of qlV, 9" respectively by p'. Then, since { ql, f7 2, I = N!l;n P';I, the induction 1 t'sing (2)
Applications of Lemma 4.1
We first note that the results of Seymour's paper now extend. Thus1 if 9,3 are two sets of divisors of m such that if u E 9 and 6 E A? then Q $ b and h Y u, then Before giving another application of Lemma 4.1, we quote the following result of Erdiis and Schonheim [Zj and Woodall (unpublished) .
Theorem !M Let dt,. = . . d, fie divisors of m = ~71.. . p:' such that h.c.f. (d,, d,) 1~ l fh each i. j. and /et Q = n:. l txt. Then n*hPw the summation is over all substrts I = {i,. . . ., . i, ) of { 1, . , . , I}.
